
Tutorial 
ATLAS Analysis at Abisko cluster

Special thanks to Roger Oscarsson from HPC2N
and to SNIC who granted us the resources.
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Our resources 

Project SNIC 2016/1-274
Approved until 2017-07-01

High Performance Computing Center North "HPC2N"
at Umeå university

"Search for Dark Matter and Supersymmetry with the ATLAS Experiment at LHC"

High Performance Computing Center North.

Granted Resources at Abisko at HPC2N:
Allocated: 60000 core-h/month

Resources at the Abisko cluster
https://www.hpc2n.umu.se/resources/software

Umeå

Abisko national park

x
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Getting an account
Instructions at: https://www.hpc2n.umu.se/node/245

step1
step2
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Step1 

first time do register here!
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simplest, you will be  able to 
identifiy yourself via Stockholm University
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Once you are registered go to project and request membership to our project:
SNIC 2016/1-274

- Find the project and request membership
- Then send an email to clement@fysik.su.se and Caterina Doglioni Caterina.Doglioni@cern.ch
and we can approve the membership
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After registration and obtaining membership you can now ask for an account:
login+password, that's the step 2) that I mentioned earlier.

step1
step2

Then it will ask you what username you want, and then it will take a few
days before you get the account.
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How to log in 
ssh -X –l <username> abisko.hpc2n.umu.se

Check that you belong to the correct project 
(otherwise your jobs won't have any prio)

$> projinfo

If your account is *not* connected to the project then you need to send an email to
the hpc2n support:  support@hpc2n.umu.se (otherwise your jobs will not run)
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Your account and workspace
See:   https://www.hpc2n.umu.se/filesystems

Home directory is on AFS ($HOME) is backed up regularly, but it SMALL.

Note that since ticket-forwarding to batch jobs does not work, so the only AFS-access 

possible from batch jobs are to read files from your Public-directory which is 

world-wide readable

PFS parallel file system Your quota = 1.5TB <= this is where you store your stuff
Located under /pfs/nobackup
Home directory on pfs is /pfs/nobackup/home/c/cclement

Do at start : ln -s /pfs/nobackup$HOME $HOME/pfs

You should setup and run your jobs from directories somewhere on /pfs/nobackup/, 

not your home directory!

/scratch
Located on the local machine, intended to store temporary files for a job, do not keep files

that are not used when jobs are not running.
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Basic ATLAS setup
export ATLAS_LOCAL_ROOT_BASE=/cvmfs/atlas.cern.ch/repo/ATLASLocalRootBase
alias setupATLAS='source ${ATLAS_LOCAL_ROOT_BASE}/user/atlasLocalSetup.sh'
setupATLAS
module add hep-user
export LIBRARY_PATH=/usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu:$LIBRARY_PATH
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Setup ROOT

1) basic ATLAS setup
2) localSetupROOT

salloc -A SNIC2016-1-274 -n 1 --time=12:00:00

salloc -A SNIC 2016-1-274 -c 4 --time=12:00:00
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Getting some samples with RUCIO

1) basic ATLAS setup
2) localSetupRucioClients
3) voms-proxy-init -voms atlas
3) create a directory under pfs:
- cd /home/c/cclement/pfs
- mkdir mydata
- cd mydata
- rucio download user.cclement.ntupsthlm_v103a.mc15_13TeV.361305.Sherpa_CT10_Wenu_Pt70_140_BFilter_hist-output.root
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CPU Usage

your terminal,
Fysikum or your

laptop...

The only machine you work directly on: the login node

The login node does not have much CPU, we are not supped to run things there.

We need to use the compute nodes

Two ways to use the compute nodes: batch interactive and batch

Only reachable by the batch system
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Interactive batch
Give me one machine on the batch on our project quota to work interactively on.

$> salloc -A 2016-1-274 -n 1 --time=12:00:00

à assigns 1 CPU for 12 h.

Generally starts within the next 30 seconds and gives you the prompt back-> now resource is 
allocated.

To start a program using the allocated resource use the command "srun" 

$> srun HistFitter.py -t -w -f -F excl -D "before,after" -i MonoJetFromTree_AllBGs_RealSyst_Rel20.py
$> srun -n 1 -c 4 HistFitter.py -t -w -f -F excl -D "before,after" -i MonoJetFromTree_AllBGs_RealSyst_Compressed.py

you can see the job progressing as for an interactive job, but it is really being run on
the batch system. 14
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Some settings for HistFitter

Allocate the RAM of several (12) cpus to the single HistFitter process:

salloc -A SNIC2016-1-274 -c 12 --time=12:00:00

Launch the command interactively on the allocated resource
srun -n 1 -c 12 HistFitter.py -P -t -w -f -F excl -l -D "allPlots" MonoJetFromTree_AllBGs_RealSyst_Compressed_Option1.py



Running HistFitter-00-00-50

1) Basic ATLAS setup

2) localSetupROOT

3) svn co svn+ssh://$USER@svn.cern.ch/reps/atlasphys-susy/Physics/SUSY/Analyses/HistFitter/tags/HistFitter-00-00-50

4) cd HistFitter-00-00-50

5) source setup.sh

6) cd src

7) make

8) cd ..

9) srun HistFitter.py -t -w -f -F excl -D "before,after" -i MonoJetFromTree_AllBGs_RealSyst_Rel20.py
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Running Batch
Now prepare a script that configures the batch job and submits it.
$> sbatch submit.sbatch

s

file: submit.sbatch

SNIC project

2 CPUs allocated to the script
there are many more options...

runtime < 0 days and 6 hours.
job name in the batch queue

file with error output and standard output

assign one of the allocated cpus to
this job and pass some convenient
arguments to your program

your programme name.
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Basic job manipulation
Show me my jobs:
$> squeue -u cclement

Cancel job
$> scancel <JOBID>

Submit job
$> sbatch submit.sbatch
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Running xAODReader

1) Basic ATLAS setup
2) rcSetup SUSY,2.3.24a
3) rc find_packages
4) rc compile
5) runxAODReader -o test1 -n 300

OR:

6) sbatch submit.sbatch
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